Welcome to the Smart Danish Society

**SMART CITY GOVERNANCE**
– the key to a smart city

**Political Leadership, Holistic Organisation and Civic Engagement**
Requires: Strong cross-sector and area-based approaches; internal and external system transparency; formal and informal fora to foster partnerships; crisp communication.

**Accessible Data Streams**
Requires: Open, licensed data; standards for good sharing practices, both technically and across government, companies, organisations, communities and citizens.

**Sustainable Communities Through Real-time Information and Resource Sharing**
Requires: Quick and easy access to sharing and use of real-time information; well-documented interfaces and service levels; labels; smart grids.

**Community Planning and Co-Creation**
Requires: Digitally facilitated micro-dialogue; combinations of citizen-driven, public and commercial platforms; governance practice on shared ownership of public space.

**Early citizen engagement on a macro-level**
Requires: Digital tools that support involvement and exchange of information and ideas between citizens, government and developers; policies and standards on early and digitally appropriate involvement in procurement.

**Business innovation**
Requires: Open data licensed for commercial use; standards-based development roadmaps; partnership facilitation; large, diverse and experienced talent pool.

**Welfare technologies and social innovation**
Requires: Alignment of physical space, technical solutions and services; smart procurement; cross-sector coordination.
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**The Danish Ministry of Housing, Rural and Urban Affairs**
- supports the creation of liveable Smart Cities for and with their citizens and companies
- sees Smart City Governance and leadership as a key to triggering the potential in data and ICT into liveable smart cities
- wants to create awareness about Smart Cities and its potentials on a national and local level
- seeks to create international visibility about the Danish Smart City Approach

**The national level in Denmark supports the development of smart cities through e.g.:**
- Good Basic data for everyone (geodata, address data, real property data etc.)
- Smart City Network for cities, universities and organisations

**The Danish Ministry of Housing, Rural and Urban Affairs**
- has responsibility for address data and real property data and aims at developing these into better solutions for people and companies
- has the responsibility for urban development and social housing and seeks to embed the new data and smart city potentials into these policy areas

**The national level in Denmark supports the development of smart cities through e.g.:**
- Good Basic data for everyone (geodata, address data, real property data etc.)
- Smart City Network for cities, universities and organisations